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Bill,Thanks for your message.  FYI, your e-mail did not arrive at our office until 6:30 p.m., 3 1/2 hours after you 

sent it and only shortly after I sent the e-mail on today's call.  Your tickets should be in the FedEx package.  See 

you on Monday.JeremyTo:	Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	wljoyce @ 

phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	12/11/97 02:58:55 PMSubject:	Re: Conference 

CallJeremy:  My apologies for missing last week's call, and my thanks for yourrapidly produced and informative 

summary of it.  I expect to be here fortoday's call!  (Will you mention to Tracy that my train tix still have 

notarrived?  Thanks.)	See you in a few days.						--BillAt 05:17 PM 12/4/97 -0500, you 

wrote:>>>>>Participants in the call today were Henry, Anna, Kermit, and myself.  I>will be brief in these notes.  

If you have any questions, please call.>>1.  Kim is now on the staff and is working out very well.>>2.  Tom and I 

met with Chairman Burton's staffers.  They were interested>and helpful.  They wanted to know, with 

specificity, where we are>experiencing problems.  They offered to have the Chairman write letters 

to>appropriate agencies.  They accepted our offer to let us write the drafts>of the letters to some of the 

departments.  It was a positive meeting.  The>only question they asked about the Z-film is whether the public 

has access>to it.  Following the meeting, I called Pereira and advised him what had>happened.  He thanked 

me for the notice and said that he may be able to use>the event to help him get the additional staff he needs.  

He does not know>that I will be drafting the letter from Burton to Ex Dir Carey at CIA.>>3.  Annapolis is on 

schedule.  I am urging everyone to dress casually.  The>restaurants are very good and I think it will be a good 

experience.>>4.  I discussed the problems we have been having with the Sixth Floor>Museum.  I just sent 

them a letter asking that they provide us with a>complete and up-to-date inventory and an explanation of 

their policies on>making information available to the public.  I think we should requests>subpoenas be issued 

by DOJ.  I will go ahead with this plan and keep you>advised.>>Talk to you next week.>>>> 
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